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Al Mal Capital:

New Fund Launched as UAE Markets Steam Ahead
>

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) are hot in more ways than one. The Dubai stock 
market has barrelled ahead and saw average share prices double in less than twelve 
months. Next door in Abu Dhabi, the securities exchange’s General Index gained 
well over 60% since January 2013. Reflecting the region’s economic buoyancy, 
Bloomberg’s GCC 200 Index – tracking the performance of the largest companies 
in the six countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council – is up an impressive 21% so 
far in 2013.

ne reason for the bulls to run free is 
the heightened sense of security in the 
region. The UN-brokered deal on the 
disposal of Syria’s chemical weapons, 
concluded in September, has averted 

fears of a US military intervention. The interim 
agreement between Iran and the P5+1 countries 
(the five permanent members of the UN Security 
Council plus Germany), signed on November 
24, in Geneva further calmed the waters. The 
deal puts a temporary freeze on Iran’s nuclear 
programme.

“The GCC economies stand to benefit from this 
agreement. Sanctions against Iran will now be 
eased which means trade with that country will 
be bolstered. The GCC countries are uniquely 
positioned and equipped to claim the lion’s share 
of this trade,” says Tariq Qaqish, Head of Asset 
Management at Dubai-based Al Mal Capital.

Mr Qaqish, who oversees of $136 million 
investment portfolio, considers the market rally 
opportune: “For far too long the UAE stock 
indices lagged those of other markets around the 
world. Even with this year’s results, the Dubai 
Financial Market Index is still outperformed by 
many others both regionally and internationally 
when compared to the markets’ peak in 2008. 
Over the next year we need to see improved 
earnings,  revival of projects and better regulatory 
framework.”

Al Mal Capital is a full service investment firm, 
licensed and regulated by the Central Bank of 
UAE, with a paid-up capital of AED 229 million. 
The company provides its prestigious list of 
clients with investment banking, brokerage and 
asset management services.

As the firm enters its eight year of business, 
Vice-Chairman Naser Nabulsi looks forward to 
what the future is about to bring. He strongly 
believes the regional capital markets are full of 
bright prospects. “We are seeing a set of great 
opportunities across the Middle East Region and 
are positive that the team of expert analysts we 
have assembled at Al Mal Capital will present the 
firm’s clients with the very best of opportunities 
to ride the coming upswing for all its worth.”

Since Al Mal Capital emerged from the worst of 
the global crisis unleashed in 2008, stronger and 
even more efficient, the firm is now scaling up its 
business. “We are optimistic that our team will 
thrive and continue to offer innovative services 
way ahead of the crowd. While several of our 

peers were severely impacted by the crisis and 
some had to close down their businesses, Al Mal 
Capital managed to distribute 40% cash to its 
shareholders,” says Mr Nabulsi.

“A key element to our strategy is a long term belief 
in the region’s potential. This is especially the 
case with the Gulf countries as their economies 
are expected to grow significantly faster than 
those of many other parts of the world. These 
economies will certainly surge ahead supported 
by their rock-solid fundamentals. Although GCC/
MENA economies are relatively small, the region 
is becoming increasingly important on the global 
scene. The Gulf Region, comprised of the six 
countries of the GCC plus Iran and Iraq, holds 
56% the world’s conventional oil resources and 
40% of its gas reserves. Also, the GCC countries 
produce around 20% of world’s aluminium and, 
most importantly, hold around $2 trillion in 
sovereign wealth.”

In light of the exciting developments surrounding 
the Dubai Expo 2020 and the sustained recovery 
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“In light of the exciting developments surrounding the Dubai Expo 
2020 and the sustained recovery of the UAE’s economy, Al Mal 
Capital is busy gearing up to present its clients with suitable 
financial solutions that meet their investment objectives.”

“While several of our peers were severely impacted by the 
crisis and some had to close down their businesses, Al Mal 

Capital managed to distribute 40% cash to its shareholders.”

Naser Nabulsi, Vice Chairman
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of the UAE’s economy, Al Mal Capital is busy 
gearing up to present its clients with suitable 
financial solutions that meet their investment 
objectives. “We are seeing solid opportunities 
in the food, infrastructure, telecommunications, 
commodities, and energy sectors. The firm is 
currently working on a few interesting projects 
which will be launched in the near future. In 
the coming few weeks, our asset management 
team will launch the first Food & Beverage 
private equity programme to capture one of the 
fastest growing sectors in the MENA region and 
specifically the UAE. Our investment banking 
team is currently managing three mandates in 
the oil & gas, education, and heavy equipment 
sectors.”

Al Mal Capital is finely attuned to the regional 
capital markets and takes pride in its ability to 
cherry pick the best deals. An example of this 
was the company’s early advice on the excellent 
prospects of the UAE’s real estate sector that is 
set to gain a welcome impulse from the recent 
introduction of the Time-Sharing Lease Law 
which for the first time allows both homeowners 
and developers to offer short-term rentals to 
tourists and other visitors to the region.

Shares of Emaar Properties, the UAE’s biggest 
developer, jumped 3% on the news while those of 
contractor Depa surged 8%. “Short-term lettings 
will give both the tourism and real estate sectors 
a significant boost. This is what drives upscale 
destinations such as Marbella where short-term 

lets are the rule rather than the exception,” says 
Mr Qaqish.

Earlier this month, Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid, vice-president of the UAE and ruler of 
Dubai, decreed that the country’s Department 
of Tourism and Commerce Marketing is to be 
in charge of issuing permits to anyone renting 
out holiday homes on a daily, weekly or monthly 
basis. The department is already in charge of 
classifying Dubai hotels.

The firm has also recently introduced its Al Mal 
Food & Beverage Fund that aims to capitalise on 
the growing food and beverage (F&B) market of 
the MENAT countries (Middle East, North Africa 
and Turkey) now estimated to be worth around 
$34 billion annually and growing fast. The fund 
will provide stable returns by investing in existing 
and profitable F&B businesses across the region.
The fund is set up as a closed-end vehicle, 
with a flexible mandate for looking across the 
F&B subsectors to search out value-oriented 
opportunities over a five year time horizon. The 
fund will be capped at a committed size of AED 
60 million, with funds to be drawn from investors 
over a two to three month period.

“Currently we do have some transactions at very 
early stages which will materialise during the 
first quarter of 2014,” says Firas Hurieh, Private 
Equity Fund Manager at Al Mal Capital. On the 
likelihood of a second fund being launched 
anytime soon, Mr Hurieh said: “Our intention is 

roll out more of this type of fund where the size 
is ultimately determined by the appetite of our 
client base and deal flows”.

According to the latest survey by Deloitte, the 
region has experienced a remarkable recovery 
since 2008. Investment optimism among private 
equity professionals has now reached pre-crisis 
levels and warrants confidence in the continued 
growth of regional investment activity.

According to a survey commissioned by the 
Emerging Markets Private Equity Association 
(EMPEA), Limited Partners (LPs) have recently 
developed a marked craving for region-focused 
vehicles – as opposed to broad emerging market 
plays. “LPs have various associations across 
the globe. Giving them access to a fund sharply 
focused on the F&B sector within the MENAT 
region will assist LPs with their asset allocation 
strategies. With all our LPs, we are looking for 
long-term relationships that extend beyond just 
raising capital,” added Mr Hurieh.

“Our principal clients and supporters range from 
regional institutions to high net worth individuals. 
They will have a significant level of participation 
in raising the fund. The value proposition we 
present is a particularly strong one,” indicated 
Mr Hurieh: “With Al Mal already managing three 
private equity fund portfolios across various 
sectors in the region, we are looking for deals 
at ground level. With our investment advisory 
committee providing valuable insight and advice, 
we have now assembled a powerful in-house 
team of experts. ”

“The MENAT F&B market is evolving to a more 
mature stage with a solid outlook. The region is 
witnessing a strong growth in population that 
is accompanied by strong growth in disposable 
income. Increased political stability and an 
expansion of tourism, for now mainly in the GCC 
countries, is amplifying the purchasing power of 
both nationals and expatriates.”

Al Mal Capital will be the fund’s manager, 
setting overall strategy, handling acquisitions, 
implementing individual target plans and 
executing disposals, while Standard Chartered 
Middle East will act as the fund’s administrator 
and custodian.

The Al Mal Food and beverage Fund is being 
offered to retail investors and institutions 
alike with a minimum entry of AED 500,000. 
Subscriptions will be available until the end of 
February 2014. i

“Our intention is roll out more of this type of fund 
where the size is ultimately determined by the 

appetite of our client base and deal flows.”
Firas Hurieh
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